
 

Algeria Advisory: 04 December 2019 
 

Summary 

Elections scheduled on 12 December come off the back of a year of political turmoil and social unrest in 
Algeria. Protests first broke out across the north of the country in February 2019, in response to long-serving 
President Bouteflika’s intention to run for a fifth term, with demonstrations soon spreading to over 40 
locations on a scale not seen since 2001. 

Bouteflika’s resignation in April and promise of elections failed to pacify the political unrest. Despite the 
subsequent resignation or arrest of a number of high profile ‘Le Pouvoir’ figures, planned elections were 
cancelled in July, and public disaffection with the five presidential candidates on offer remains high ahead of 
next week’s vote, as further demonstrations over the past fortnight highlight. 

Algeria has long been a difficult place for the media to operate, and the initial post-Bouteflika era shows no 
dramatic indication of change. Covering the elections and any post-election transition is likely to remain 
challenging for journalists. This advisory assesses areas of unrest and the safety considerations for media 
workers reporting on the current political developments in Algeria. 

Situation Assessment 
 

To date, protests have predominantly occurred on 
Tuesdays and Fridays, in what has become known as 
the ‘Hirak’ movement. The frequency of protests 
increased in November compared to previous months, 
and demonstrations will likely recur this Friday 06 
December and in the days leading up to next week’s 
vote.  
 

Authorities have intensified their policing of protests, 
blocking some student rallies on campuses and 
intercepting vehicles transporting protesters to key 
locations.  
 

One opposition newspaper estimates as many as 
300-500 people have been arrested since the protests 
began, including prominent opposition leaders Louisa 
Hanoune (WP) and Karim Tabou (UDS), trade unionists, 
human rights activists, those disrupting political campaigning, and students. Some charges are at best 
spurious, such as ‘harming national unity’ or ‘undermining the morale of the army.’ 
 

Tensions and hostility between government supporters and the opposition are high, with pro-regime 
supporters accusing opposition activists of being ‘traitors’ and ‘children of France’. The few demonstrations 
in support of the current regime have typically been much smaller than opposition protests. 
 
 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/02/algeria-bouteflika-confirms-presidential-run-term-190210155112057.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-algeria-protests/street-unrest-breaks-down-taboo-in-algeria-talk-is-of-politics-at-last-idUSKCN1QE1VX
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-algeria-protests/street-unrest-breaks-down-taboo-in-algeria-talk-is-of-politics-at-last-idUSKCN1QE1VX
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/02/world/africa/Abdelaziz-Bouteflika-resigns.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/02/world/africa/Abdelaziz-Bouteflika-resigns.html
https://www.france24.com/en/20190602-algeria-president-election-bensalah-bouteflika-constitutional-council
https://apnews.com/0b6cf6881e6a4f76b1aa0519093aada8
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2019/11/algeria-elections-protests-pressure-candidates-ruling-elite.html
https://www.cadtm.org/The-Hirak-Movement-in-Algeria-Against-Bouteflika-s-Mandate-of-Shame
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-algeria-protests/algerian-protesters-keep-up-pressure-on-authorities-as-vote-nears-idUSKBN1Y31SK
https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/150-protesters-arrested-algeria
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/09/algeria-army-chief-orders-arrest-protesters-entering-algiers-190918181411458.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/09/algeria-army-chief-orders-arrest-protesters-entering-algiers-190918181411458.html
https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/1937801/wave-arrests-against-university-students-algeria
https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/1937801/wave-arrests-against-university-students-algeria
https://www.france24.com/en/20190919-algeria-army-chief-bars-protesters-capital-algiers
https://www.france24.com/en/20190919-algeria-army-chief-bars-protesters-capital-algiers
https://www.mei.edu/blog/algeria-contested-presidential-election
https://www.mei.edu/blog/algeria-contested-presidential-election
https://www.euronews.com/2019/09/25/algeria-jails-two-ex-intelligence-chiefs-for-15-years-media
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https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2019/9/12/tensions-rise-in-algeria-following-arrest-of-prominent-activist
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https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/case/arbitrary-detention-woman-human-rights-defender-amel-hadjadj
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https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/150-protesters-arrested-algeria
https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/150-protesters-arrested-algeria
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2019/11/algeria-elections-protests-pressure-candidates-ruling-elite.html
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https://www.mei.edu/blog/algeria-contested-presidential-election
https://thearabweekly.com/algerian-protesters-flood-streets-press-ahead-ninth-consecutive-month
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https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/protesters-algeria-march-favor-government-67406384
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/protesters-algeria-march-favor-government-67406384


 
Common protest locations to date and to be aware of include the following: 
 

● Algiers: Place de la Grande Poste, Place du 1er Mai, Place Maurice Audin, Rue Didouche Mourad, 
and the University of Algiers campus. 

● Oran: Place de l'Armes and the University of Oran student campus. 
● Constantine: The University of Constantine student campus. 
● Ouargla: Place de la Rose des Sables and the provincial capital building. 
● Blida: The University of Blida student campus. 
● Annaba: Areas close to the theatre Medjoubi and Les Cours de la Révolution. 

Though protests have been largely peaceful so far, they could escalate in the immediate aftermath of the 
vote, especially if the results are contested or perceived to be fraudulent. Media teams should be aware that 
the police have already used the following methods on a limited scale to control or disperse protesters: 

● Pepper spray & water canon. 
● Batons - used in the killing of Ramzi Yettou, which in turn resulted in two further deaths from the use 

of live ammunition. 
● Tear gas. 
● Rubber bullets. 
● Long range acoustic devices (sound cannons). 
● Suspension of the Algiers metro, police roadblocks within cities (and on roads leading into cities), as 

well as the cancellation of trains into key protests locations like Algiers. 
● Restriction of internet services in some locations. 

 

Media Landscape 
 

The authorities exercise a high degree of control over media regulatory bodies, with Reporters Without 
Borders ranking Algeria at 141 on its World Press Freedom Index. 
 

Journalists commonly operate under surveillance, censorship and the threat of arrest. A dozen local 
journalists were arrested and soon released in February for demonstrating against censorship of the 
anti-Bouteflika protests. 
 

Media workers should be particularly vigilant regarding surveillance by plain-clothed officers, who are known 
to monitor the movements of foreigners in Algeria, and who regularly monitor and move amongst protest 
crowds. One foreign journalist who spoke to HP Risk Management was previously arrested after speaking to 
a citizen at a demonstration, and subsequently denied entry to Algeria several years later.  
 

Obtaining journalist visas or media accreditation is notoriously slow and difficult, and commonly used to 
restrict foreign reporting on Algerian affairs. If planning to travel to Algeria for next week’s election, it is 
extremely unlikely that a visa will be granted at such short notice. Summarising the media landscape: 

● At least 5 journalists have been arrested and detained to date including Said Boudour, as well as 
political cartoonist Abdelhamid Amine. 

● At least 2 foreign journalists have been deported, including from Reuters and TRT. 

https://www.vox.com/world/2019/11/14/20961104/algeria-protests
https://www.vox.com/world/2019/11/14/20961104/algeria-protests
https://www.trtworld.com/africa/thousands-of-protesters-reject-algerian-interim-president-25695
https://www.trtworld.com/africa/thousands-of-protesters-reject-algerian-interim-president-25695
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/04/09/algeria-protesters-hit-water-cannon-reject-interim-president/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/05/algeria-authorities-must-ensure-justice-for-protester-beaten-by-police/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/05/algeria-authorities-must-ensure-justice-for-protester-beaten-by-police/
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2019/9/19/anger-erupts-in-algeria-as-third-pro-democracy-figure-detained
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/01/algeria-braces-biggest-protests-president-abdelaziz-bouteflika
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/03/algeria-authorities-must-stop-prosecuting-peaceful-protesters/
https://www.algiersherald.com/video-damaging-to-health-sound-cannons-used-on-peaceful-students/
https://www.algiersherald.com/video-damaging-to-health-sound-cannons-used-on-peaceful-students/
https://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/Nov-04/494989-algeria-protesters-call-for-new-independence-on-revolution-anniversary.ashx
https://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/Nov-04/494989-algeria-protesters-call-for-new-independence-on-revolution-anniversary.ashx
https://middle-east-online.com/en/algeria-protesters-demand-new-revolution
https://middle-east-online.com/en/algeria-protesters-demand-new-revolution
https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/algeria-protesters-call-for-new-revolution-on-independence-anniversary-119110101138_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/algeria-protesters-call-for-new-revolution-on-independence-anniversary-119110101138_1.html
https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-disrupted-in-algeria-amid-protests-against-military-influence-pA2znrAb
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-press/2016/algeria
https://rsf.org/en/algeria
https://www.article19.org/resources/algeria-release-hirak-protesters-and-stop-crackdown-on-freedom-of-expression/
https://theglobepost.com/2019/02/28/algeria-press-freedom/
https://theglobepost.com/2019/02/28/algeria-press-freedom/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-47927296
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-47927296
https://cpj.org/2019/10/algeria-arrests-fifth-journalist-anti-government-protest.php
https://cpj.org/2019/10/algeria-arrests-fifth-journalist-anti-government-protest.php
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/case/continued-criminalisation-human-rights-defenders-algeria
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/case/continued-criminalisation-human-rights-defenders-algeria
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/world-africa-47639452?ns_mchannel=social&ns_source=twitter&ns_campaign=bbc_live&ns_linkname=5de141e7fb9d240676c45873%26Leading%20cartoonist%20detained%20in%20Algeria%262019-11-29T16%3A15%3A53.954Z&ns_fee=0&pinned_post_locator=urn:asset:71bbfa55-3311-4e9d-ae7d-ca01b9d35b84&pinned_post_asset_id=5de141e7fb9d240676c45873&pinned_post_type=share
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-algeria-reuters-journalist/algerian-authorities-expel-reuters-journalist-idUSKCN1RC0RR
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-algeria-reuters-journalist/algerian-authorities-expel-reuters-journalist-idUSKCN1RC0RR
https://www.algiersherald.com/tunisian-journalist-arbitrarily-prevented-from-entering-algeria/
https://www.algiersherald.com/tunisian-journalist-arbitrarily-prevented-from-entering-algeria/


 
● Journalists have been denied entry to Algeria, with others having difficulties obtaining and/or 

renewing permits/accreditation. 
● State media is facing pressure to refrain from reporting on the protests. 
● Journalists have reported verbal intimidation and physical attacks. 
● Some media outlets have been blocked online and had their social media activity curtailed. 
● Surveillance of social media activity by the authorities, leading to the arrest of Fodil Boumala. 

Algerian authorities have previously warned against attempts by foreign powers to interfere in the electoral 
process, and have organised demonstrations against an EU resolution on the current situation. Journalists 
should also be conscious of the potential threats that their fixers may face, including the risk of arrest, as 
shown in the case of Saïd Chitour in 2018. 

Outlook 

The Algerian military is deeply entrenched and very much in control of the country and its institutions, 
making a widespread deterioration in the security environment unlikely. The Hirak movement does not 
appear to favour violent revolutionary change, instead preferring a peaceful approach aimed at negotiated 
social and political reforms. The brutal civil conflict of the 1990’s is still relatively fresh in some people's 
memories, which combined with a history of homegrown salafist militant groups and ongoing instability in 
neighbouring countries like Libya and Mali, will likely serve as a deterrent for violent conflict. 
 

Whoever wins the upcoming election will face continuing challenges such as socio-economic discontent, 
systemic corruption, high youth unemployment, demands for greater Berber rights and ongoing security 
threats. Gaining legitimacy amongst a sceptical public will be difficult for the winner of the poll.  

The current operating environment for media workers is unlikely to change in the immediate aftermath of the 
vote. Although 2020 could see some alleviation of controls on media workers, this remains very much 
dependent on the initial outcome of the elections and the extent to which long-standing interests are willing 
to relax their controls on the handles of power.  

Safety Advice 
 

● Train and metro services in Algiers can be suspended without explanation, and police roadblocks 
erected without warning. Plan ahead and allow extra time for all journeys, and take a street map with 
you. 

● Be vigilant about who you speak to and what you say. Plain clothes officers are known to monitor 
foreigners in Algeria, so pay attention to who else is close by who may be listening. 

● Be aware that free movement for foreigners around large swathes of Algeria can be limited, and at times 
subject to being accompanied by a police escort. Travelling by road to much of the south of the country 
and several other regions are off-limits without a police or military escort. Ensure any necessary travel 
permits are in place if travelling to areas of the south and some border areas. 

● Avoid working alone, and only work with trusted and reliable fixers. Ensure you check their references, 
and avoid putting them in situations which might put them in danger or lead to arrest. 

● The only Algerian land border currently open to foreigners is with Tunisia - though there are recent 
reports of people crossing at the newly opened border post with Mauritania. Note that travelling 
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https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2019/6/18/algeria-censors-independent-news-sites-as-protests-continue
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https://ifex.org/suppression-in-algeria-hirak-protests-met-with-arrests-and-internet-blocking/
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anywhere close to the land borders with Mali, Niger or Libya is extremely high risk, due to the threat from 
militant groups. 

● Land borders might be closed during and in the immediate aftermath of the election, which should be 
factored into evacuation plans. 

● Be aware that binoculars are illegal, and the authorities can be suspicious of those using GPS units. 
● Exercise caution when exchanging money. Though a common practise to convert currency via informal 

money exchangers (i.e the blackmarket), it is illegal and foreigners have fallen foul of the law when using 
such services. 

● Before traveling outside of large urban centres, check on the latest security situation with local people 
and other journalists who have been there, particularly if travelling close to the porous border regions 
with Mali, Niger and Libya, where the threat of militant activity is significant. 

● Always use discretion when filming, and never use any recording equipment or cameras around 
sensitive sites involving the military and police, or any state infrastructure. 

● Consider the necessity of PPE if reporting at protest locations, such as a tear gas mask, ballistic 
goggles, safety helmet and ear defenders. Be sure to check the legality of any PPE with contacts in 
Algeria before travel. 

● Review your digital security in advance of travel and whilst in Algeria. Only communicate via devices and 
platforms you know are secure and that won’t compromise the safety of you and your team. Audit what 
information is stored on your devices, including phones and computers. Anything that puts you at risk or 
contains sensitive information should be backed up and deleted. There are ways to recover deleted 
information, so anything that is very sensitive will need to be permanently erased using a specific 
computer program rather than just deleted. 

 

In addition to the above, a general safety guide to reporting from protest locations can be found via the CPJ’s 
website. 
 

 
 

HP Risk Management works with a number of newsrooms and journalist associations, providing on-call risk 
assessment support, safety advice and training. We continuously support journalists working in high risk and/or 
challenging environments worldwide.  
 

For more information please contact info@hpriskmanagement.com  
 
Disclaimer: This document has been prepared by HP Risk Management (herein “HP) and is based on information available at the time 
of writing. The information contained is advisory in nature and any actions taken by clients or third parties are their own responsibility. 
HP accepts no liability for any loss (direct or indirect) or damage suffered as a result of reliance on the information provided. While 
every care has been taken to ensure that the content is useful and accurate, HP gives no guarantees, undertakings or warranties in this 
regard, and does not accept any legal liability or responsibility for the content or the accuracy of the information provided. Any errors or 
omissions brought to the attention of HP will be corrected as soon as possible. Any links to external websites or documents referenced 
should not be taken as an endorsement by HP. We assume no responsibility or liability for content provided via third party websites or 
any software viruses or harmful materials that they may contain. 
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